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1 INTRODUCTION

Ralubia was once a powerful kingdom that held sway over
the lands from the Phirine Sea to the Prulam on the edge
of the Chardrakesh. The name “Anphirai” refers to the
land around the Phirine Sea. The Prulam is the stretch of
grasslands swinging down and around from the Donnith
range to Albir Gulf.

The Ralubians were the last tribe to come from the deserts
of the east to conquer the region, this time wresting con-
trol from the Maletrians. Anphirai’s history is a long suc-
cession of conquests and powerful kingdoms, a pattern of
events that has finally ended with the draining of the wa-
ters of the Phirine Sea by the Mad Wizard of Mirsach.

2 ANPHIRINE WEATHER & CLIMATE

Anphirai suffers from the loss of the Phirine Sea, its cli-
mate being much drier than only a century before. The
weather table gives numbers for the western half of An-
phirai, and does not include the Relorian Desert.

WEATHER TABLE
Month Season Cloudy Temp Ppt

1 Winter 45% −1 6%
2 Winter 50% −1 8%
3 Winter 50% 2 9%
4 Spring 50% 7 11%
5 Spring 55% 16 13%
6 Spring 60% 21 12%
7 Summer 20% 24 14%
8 Summer 15% 26 9%
9 Summer 15% 24 9%
10 Autumn 20% 15 10%
11 Autumn 25% 11 11%
12 Autumn 35% 2 12%

Cloudy—chance for significant cloud cover.

Temperatures in degrees Celsius.

Ppt—precipitation. If it is a cloudy day, this is the chance
for some sort of precipitation to occur.

3 RALUBIAN CALENDAR

In Vathir, the Timekeepers of the Sundial Temple maintain
records and reckonings.

Month Ralubi Season
1 Pholen Spring
2 Alcan Spring
3 Vamberen Spring
4 Lizzeren Summer
5 Aremen Summer
6 Thiramen Summer
7 Lisen Fall
8 Phathirl Fall
9 Sathirl Fall
10 Crizzeren Winter
11 Asinor Winter
12 Mathirl Winter

4 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY

4.1 ANPHIRAI

Anphirai—literally the ‘lands of Phirai’—encompasses
all the lands around the former Phirine Sea (which the na-
tives simply call Phirai, ‘the Sea’). Anphirai’s location be-
tween numerous mountain chains and the Relorian desert
have contributed to a sense of identity, but have never
stopped the continuous flux of migrating peoples. Today,
the mountain passes leading to the country are heavily
guarded, and forts exist all along the edge of the desert.
The interior of Anphirai is rocky and dry, with patches of
fertile valleys that has led to pockets of habitation sepa-
rated by stretches of wastes. Three of these have grown to
become the city-states of Vathir, Tharam and Delanthel;
numerous small towns and outposts dot the countryside
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2 4 PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY

as well. In the desolate areas between the cities, roving
tribesmen eke out a living. Though they are considered
bandits by the local rulers, they are actually Relorian no-
mads.

Almrain Hills : A wrinkle of hills spilling down from
the Cromirlon Mountains and toward Vathir. The Alm-
rains are famous for being the home of the Pelithozzel
War Temple, where the most elite of Vathir’s warriors are
trained.

Almrain River : This waterway runs down from the
Cromirlon Mountains, through Velarem Wood, past the
plain of Vathir and the Almrain Hills, into the Phirean
Swamp, and finally terminates in a glittering waterfall
down Mad Wizard’s Pool to the sunless sea below.

Phirai Swamp: Formerly the Phirine Sea, drained of its
waters by the Mad Wizard of Mirsach. The Mad Wiz-
ard was eventually driven off by the god Lord Rhivon and
the wizard/creator Master Pievem (formerly the Mad Wiz-
ard’s friend), and since then the swamp has been the god’s
domain. Men still control the Marshway, the region of vil-
lages along the Muddy Road between Vathir and Tharam.

It is said that Mad Wizard’s Pool, which swirls in the cen-
ter of the swamp, leads to the underworld. There are also
rumors of strange under-dwelling folk who occasionally
emerge from the depths.

Serilam Plains: The pastures of Anphirai west of Phirai
Swamp are inhabited mainly by Phirean herdsmen. The
name comes from the Saers, who settled the area after
fleeing the Big Flood.

Velarem Wood: Collectively the light woods spread over
the Almrain Hills south of Vathir. Once inhabited by the
edrini, those sentients have been all but exterminated. The
Velarem is dying, no longer receiving the moisture once
carried by winds from the Phirine Sea.

4.2 ANPHIRAIAN BOUNDARIES

Cromirlon Mountains : This broad range of mountains
rose up during the climactic finale of the Gur-Docherlan
when Eimragh split the continent in two. The elder
Cromir Haroz the Great maintains his kingdom deep
within the range. These mountains are riddled with
mines and caverns and heavily populated by grueslin and
younger Cromirs.

Donnithi Ridges: These mountains form the northern
edge of the Chardrakesh Plateau. There is a legend in the
Dhasharmahn concerning events taking place here.

Durbrach Hills : This range of hills forms the divide be-
tween Goertha and Ralubia. The Durbrachs are steep on
their southern slopes where there are many cliffs. The

northern slopes fall gradually into the valleys of the Mir-
Rue, and are extensively forested. The Durbrach Hills are
largely unexploited, except for the iron mine at Durbrach
Keep.

Relorian Desert: A hot wasteland lying east of Phi-
rai Swamp, the Relorian desert is inhabited by freedom-
loving nomads who regularly raid the settlements and car-
avans of the Ralubians.

4.3 THE PRULAM

Still claimed by Ralubia, the Prulam was in ancient times
a center of its own civilization. The country is dominated
by the valley of the Varhalet (Kr.Yakhalet), but is rocky
and dry like Anphirai. Two cities dominate: Aribind and
Caracand, but numerous other towns dot the region. Like
Ralubia, nomadic tribesmen wander the wilderness be-
tween pockets, but they are related to the Jalini.

Malesh Hills: These ragged hills connect the Cromirlons
and the Basturan with the Chardrakesh Plateau. The hill-
men of the Malesh Hills belong to a militant cult of an-
cient origin and hold numerous independent stringholds.
Their harsh religion makes the Maleshii renowned fighters
and nobles many neighboring states, especially Aribind
and Kruthedan, find them desirable as mercenaries and
bodyguards.

Varhalet: Also called the Yakhalet in the Krishari lan-
guage, the Varhalet is the chief river of the Prulam. It
enters Albir Gulf at the port of Caracand.

4.4 THE CHARDRAKESH

Aldhazinhari : The “Desert of Burning Blood” called be-
cause of its red sands, which are said to be the million
droplets of blood spilt by the god Marik in his countless
battles. While most of the sand is normal, certain qual-
ities of the sand are precious: the jewelled harizine and
metallic hurn. Hurnic sand is used to fashion the blood-
red scimitars (chards) sacred to Marik’s warriors. Hurnic
alloy has a glassy quality, is stronger than steel, and blades
made from it possess edges that never dull.

Kelkadh (Godsfall Hills) : Early in the history of the
Chardrakesh nomads there was a great battle between
Marik and Shinaket. In the battle the Demon of the Lake
threw Marik to the earth. The body hurtled from the sky
and struck the Kelkadh with such force that his blood
sprayed across the entire desert, thus turning the sands
red. Surik, Marik’s shieldmate, survived the battle; he
came to the earth and took the body of Marik in his arms.
Weeping, he cried out to the people of the hills, who were
the Ghantalii of Lorigel. Surik renamed them Kelberini,
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“Godbearers” and had them carry the god across the desert
to a place of sanctuary (Cha Kelkorm).

Thereafter the Kelkadh have been considered holy by the
nomads and none approach save the mysterious inhabi-
tants of Lorigel (slavers all, and presumed to be wicked
sorcerors). The people of Lorigel have a sheltered village,
Derlash, in the Kelkadh where slaves are used to mine
pure hurn ore.

The tale of Surik’s teaching of the Kelberini is recounted
in the Dhasharmahn.

Meshan-Talaii: Rising on the eastern edge of the Aldhaz-
inhari desert, these mountains separate the broad waste-
land from the valley of Hoshuk. They are reputed to be a
nesting ground forrukha.

5 ANIMALS

Basilisk: The most venomous serpent of all. The
basilisk’s venom is so deadly it can be transmitted by its
mere glance. The creature is not deadly to look upon—
rather it literally must attack with its gaze. Naturally, the
basilisk must have line of sight, and the attack can be re-
flected off mirrored surfaces and still be effective. The
basilisk’s breath is also toxic, but to a lesser degree.

In appearance this legendary serpent is a snake with a
golden crest and vestigial fin-like wings. The basilisk
cannot fly, but it is a fair swimmer. Habitat: Any warm
land; Strategy: Diurnal carnivore; Type: Pouncer; Aver-
age Lifespan: 10 years; Weight: 2 kg; Weapons: Venom
(Gaze, Breath); Armor: Scales.

Dardonor: A unique monster imprisoned in the
Labyrinth of Vathir. Condemned criminals are sentenced
to the Labyrinth, where they are eventually tracked down
and slain by the Dardonor.

Flies/Mosquito Swarms: The most numberous of the in-
habitants of the Phirean Swamp.

Lacand: Also called “sailbacks,” lacands are dimetrodons
of the Phirean Swamp. Lacands are the most dangerous
predators of the swamp, because they are numerous and
stealthy.

L’Harrakren : A rare, predatory trapper of the Aldhazin-
hari’s sea of sand. The l’harrakren waits buried beneath
the sand. When prey approaches, it collapses a portion
of the sand in an attempt to suck the victim down into its
open mouth, using its tentacles to assist.

Maldasanda: Also called “Broad Face” for its oversized
head, or “Behemoth Lizard” for its overall size, the mal-
dasanda is also noted for its teeth, of which there are
countless.

Rhaind: Related to the l’harrakren, the rhaind inhabits
the watery portions of Phirai Swamp.

Rine Org: An aquatic relative of the forest org, the rine
org is the largest variety of the creature, although the
Phirean rine org is dwarfed by the river orgs of the Malana
Valley.

Rukha: A giant bird of prey that nests only in the highest
mountains.

Sand Ghoul: Appearing as vile men in advanced states
of decay, sand ghouls are the slain of the desert, reawak-
ened by hungry spirits whose sole purpose is to avenge a
wrong.

They hunt only at night. During the blistering heat of the
day, they bury themselves in the sand, dormant. If dis-
turbed in this state, however, they will rise up and attack.

The typical attack of the sand ghoul is strangulation. To
approach their prey, they attack first with a paralyzing
gaze, freezing their victims until they are close enough
to strangle them.

Once the sand ghoul has killed its intended victim, it dis-
integrates into dust, to be blown away by the desert wind.

Water Snake: Venomous reptiles that frequent the many
pools and streams of the Phirai.

Wyvern: Legendary winged creatures of the Velarem,
when that forest could support them. It is said the last
wyvern fled Anphirai a few years after the Mad Wizard of
Mirsach left.

6 PEOPLES OF RALUBIA

6.1 PHIREANS

The earliest known inhabitants of Anphirai, modern
Phireans are actually a mixture of Cazrian and Anra
blood. Stereotyped as puny, defensive, numerous, penni-
less, and dissident, the Ralubians treat them with cruelty
and disdain.

6.2 RALUBIANS

There are two branches of the Ralubians, who themselves
are a major branch of the eastern Makurian peoples. The
Nesserlubians make a home on the coast of the Albir Gulf,
particularly in the Nesser Valley. The Anilubians are the
eastern branch, and form the bulk of the ruling minority.
The Anilubians themselves, who typically refer to them-
selves only as Ralubians, have within their society a pow-
erful warrior class called the Delandriate and an equally
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powerful merchant class called the Melandriate.

6.3 RELORIANS

A branch of the Makurian peoples, distant, less civilized
cousins of the Ralubians. Formerly a great peoples with
a vast empire, the Relorians of today are a nomadic or
semi-nomadic folk who dwell both in the eastern waste-
lands and in the uncontrolled wildernesses of Anphirai’s
interior. Their bands often include adopted Phirean rebels.

7 LANGUAGES

The dominant language is Ralubian, that spoken by the
city-dwellers. The Relorians have their own language
(Relori), and the Phireans (who call themselvesAnra )
speak the Phirai language.

8 RALUBIAN SOCIETY

8.1 KINSHIP

Kinship Non-dominant
Lineage Patrilineal
Inheritence Primogeniture

8.2 FAMILY

Marriage Rules: Ralubian men buy their wives, collect-
ing them like ornaments if they can afford it.

Naming: Ralubians typically have only one name. They
used to use more, but they’ve fallen into disuse. If two
persons with the same name need to be distinguished, one
or both are referred to by a title or a nickname. There are
many, many Ralubian names, sometimes borrowed from
other cultures. The oldest names have meaning, but many
current Ralubian names are merely whimsical strings of
syllables that sound pleasant to a Ralubian ear.

8.3 SOCIETY CHARACTERISTICS

Progressiveness Conservative
Planning Very long term
Advancement Indifferent
Growth Unaggressive
Militancy Militant
Unity Fragmented
Tolerance Aloof

8.4 SOCIAL CLASSES AND STATUS

Ralubians consider themselves to be superior to their sub-
ject nationalities, but within their own culture, wealth is of
primary importance. However, those with wealth should
also have the economic power to keep it and acquire more.
Ralubians still appreciate someone who displays surpas-
sive skill at arms or deals.

STATUS LEVELS
Sample Occupations Status Level
High Noble 20
Minor Noble 18–19
Arcanist 15–17
Priest 15–17
Melandrate (Merchant) 15–17
Delandriate (Warrior) 13–14
Scribe 11–12
Scholar 11–12
Citadel Artisan 11–12
Other Professional 11–12
Servant 4–5
Field hand 2–3
Unemployed 1
Outlaw 0

8.5 THE CITADELS OF VATHIR

Ralubian free society divides itself into what are basically
corporations or guilds. Each association specializes in a
sector, guarding its secrets and profits with complex initia-
tions and harsh punishments for transgressions. In Vathir,
they are also organized under one of the four citadels for
protection. Even in other cities, craftsmen will identify
themselves with the Vathirian citadel.

First Citadel : Includes the Stoneworkers Hall and the
Woodworkers Hall.

Second Citadel: Includes the Jewellers Hall and the
Brotherhood of Metalworkers.

Third Citadel : Includes the Clothworkers Hall and the
Perfumers Hall.

Fourth Citadel : Includes the Beastmasters Court and the
Hideworkers Court, as well as the Block (the Slavers Hall)
and the Red Chambers (Society of Torturers).

Fifth (High) Citadel : Includes the Engineers Hall, the
Hospital (Society of Physicians), the Temples, the Scrip-
torium (Scribes), and the Hall of Timekeepers.
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8.6 DRESSING HABITS

Ralubians are fond of draping themselves in jewelry and
metal artifacts, sometimes in lieu of any cloth at all. An-
phirai is a warm country, and in the city of Vathir espe-
cially, it is not unusual for people to appear in public with
very little in the way of covering.

8.7 EATING HABITS

Diet: Ralubians live on a diet of fish, amphibians, vegeta-
bles, and grain.

Culinary Rituals and Practices: Men and women dine
together, almost always with a company of friends and rel-
atives. Food is eaten Roman-style, that is, whilst reclining
on couches. Children and animals eat separately from the
adults, often with the servants.

9 RALUBIAN RELIGION

Through Anphirai’s long history of rising and falling civ-
ilizations, the membership of her pantheon has changed
frequently, yet still managed to retain its own distinct fla-
vor and uniqueness.

Barbarian migrations from the great steppes and deserts
of the east continually introduced new deities, whose cults
remained fairly strong here, but quickly dissipated as peo-
ple moved out of Anphirai to the north or south. In gen-
eral, the Ralubian pantheon consists of a mixture of three
peoples: the Phireans, the Cazzirians, and the Relorians.

9.1 RELIGIOUS PRACTICES

The worship of Maldai is the state religion, but it read-
ily accepts the worship of other gods, even non-Ralubian
ones. There are also numerous cults too small to be no-
ticed by the state religion.

The cities of Vathir and Aribind are holy sites. In prayer,
the closest of these cities is chosen as a direction to face.
Pilgrimages occur annually between and to each of the
two cities. Pilgrimages to Vathir are by far the most com-
mon.

Ralubians seek counsel from the Glavves or, if they are
royalty, from the Purple Seers. They pray for luck, money,
good fortune, pleasure, and so on. TheAnra have devel-
oped a culture that accepts their lot in life. Though a defi-
ant streak runs through them, theylack the heart to follow
through their tendencies with conviction. TheAnra are
content to pray for kindness health, and long life.

Bezzaitor: Champion of Mankind, Bezzaitor was the leg-
endary first king of Cazria, who conquered Anphirai and
the Prulam. He is promised to appear whenever his peo-
ple are in dire need. When Hueor was at the height of
his fame, he was called Bezzaitor by the Ralubians, but
his failure at the Siege of Mirsach made some doubt the
validity of that appellation.

Dranzzar: A Cazzirian deity, Dranzzar is the Undy-
ing god of fertility, and Master of the Dreamworld.
Dranzzites are infamous in the underworlds of cities even
outside of Anphirai, where they peddle hallucinogens and
escapes.

Gavilet: Queen of Heaven, Goddess of Love and the
Moon, her personal servant is Rhivon, who oversees the
doings of both her cult and his. She was the origi-
nal Phirean Earth Mother, before Maldai took her as his
concubine. The union produced no children, so Maldai
imprisoned Gavilet in a tower where she could not be
reached. She remained there for centuries until Rhivon
solved the puzzle of its key.

Gavilet’s priesthood are haruspices called Glavves and are
always women. Men who wish to associate themselves
with Gavilet join the cult of Rhivon.

Jaldrali : Relorian Messenger God. Jaldrali led the Relo-
rians on their long journey across the desert. He per-
formed a similiar deed later, when he led the Jalin (a clan
of Relorians) over the Donnithi and into the Aldhazinhari.
The legendary princes of the Jalin were the four servants
of Jaldrali.

Strangely, the Ralubians emphasize the mercantile and
self-indulgent aspects of Jaldrali. In their interpretation,
the journeys of the Relorians and Jalin represented the
quest for the greatest source of wealth and happiness.

Maldai : Relorian Lord of the Sky, and King of the Relo-
rian gods, Maldai joined Param as co-ruler for a time
(Paramaldai) until Param stepped down. Maldai built
Vathir and Aribind and his cult spread so far that even the
Ralubians worshipped him before eventually conquering
the Relorians. Sardian scholars have suggested that Mal-
dai is another guise of Maladun, pointing to similarities in
names and lapses in their chronology as evidence.

Where the cults of Dranzzar and Jaldrali are havens of
hedonists, the cult of Maldai is at the other end of the
extreme. The training undertaken by members of the war-
rior class is the most severe and demanding in the known
world. The Ralubian War Temples are renown for the
quality of their product, as well as the low throughput.

Mijhan : A minor underworld deity worshipped in Ya
Drakar.

Nintar/Ansilet : God and goddess of the Underworld. At
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one time supreme control over the dead rested in the hands
of the beautiful Phirean spirit Ansilet. But then the Cazz-
irian god Nintar came and seduced her, making her his
queen. They remain together even today, and both cults
enjoy tremendous popularity among non-Ralubians.

Param: The Cazzirian god of the Sun, he was the ruler
of Anphirai’s first real pantheon of gods. Popular for cen-
turies, his cult was so strong that Maldai could not com-
pletely replace him.

Pelithozzel: Cazzirian War God, King of the Pelithyn.

Piajet: Goddess of Lake Phirine, she is an indigenous
goddess of the ancient Phirean religion, closely associated
with Gavilet and Ansilet. Her cult is nearly extinct.

Rhivon: Master of Knowledge, Lord of the Purple Seers,
Servant of Gavilet. He is often chastised by her for med-
dling too much in the affairs of men. He is a landed baron
of Anphirai, but has occasionally created personal servi-
tors by usurping control of a human’s body.

Rhivon’s closest companion is the magical creature
named Tenzelan. It appears to be something like an ele-
phant, but not quite. Atop Tenzelan’s back is Rhivon’s
palace: an enchanted howdah that is much bigger on the
inside than it is on the outside. Rhivon holds court from
the steps of his mobile palace, often appearing in unex-
pected places.

The Purple Seers are the personal (mortal) servants of
Rhivon, the highest members of his cult. More impor-
tantly, they traditionally serve as advisors (on matters
mystical) to Ralubia’s royalty and upper nobility—in par-
ticular the king (Vathir) and the elars of each city (Delan-
thel, Tharam, Aribind and Caracand).

Edrini Mother : The crafty Mother of the Edrini is de-
picted as a humongous spider, even though the Edrini bear
no relationship to arachnids. However, the idea of her hav-
ing many limbs and a web of influence that extends many
thousands of leagues is a very popular one. This helped
feed the anxiety that led to mass extermination of Edrini
(perpetrated by members of the Order of the Cross) just
prior to the draining of the Phirine Sea.

10 RALUBIAN LAW

The Relorian province was long under Maletrian rule, so
many of those laws still exist. However, the Ralubian
invaders had their own harsh punishments, and those re-
placed the Maletrian ones. Additionally, the mercantilism
of society looks to make punishments profitable.

10.1 PUNISHMENTS

The Ralubians favor what might be considered unusual
punishments, especially concerning non-Ralubians. One
is to throw the criminal into the labyrinth to face the Dard-
onor. Some punishments are public spectacles, but people
are charged for the privilege of spectating. The Ralubians
have no true prisons, but they do have torturers.

Punishment for:
Crime Ralubians Others
Assault Fine Labyrinth
Black Magic Fine Flagellation
Burglary Restitution Hamstringing
Extortion Banishment Oubliette
Impersonation Fine Blinding
Murder Banishment Labyrinth
Public Disorder Fine Flagellation
Robbery Restitution Hamstringing
Theft Restitution Dismemberment
Treason Labyrinth Labyrinth

11 THE HISTORY OF RALUBIA

The Kingdom of Ralubia was formed when the Ralubians
invaded and conquered the Province of Reloria which had
been left independent after the fall of the Maletrian Em-
pire. Its peoples are a mixture of Ralub, Relorian, Phirean
and Cazzirian nationalities, with a smattering of Saerish
Goerthan.

11.1 THE CAZZIRIANS

The Cazzirians were a nomadic group from central
Mouratta (and therefore descendants of the Roshibi),
southeast of Hoshuk beyond the Chardrakesh. About
four thousand years ago, the Cazzirians passed through
the vale of Arenib and introduced the pelithyn—a bird-
like war mount—to the Prulam. Under their warrior gods
Param and Pelithozzel, the Cazzirians utilized the pelithyn
to conquer the indigenous peoples of the Prulam and An-
phirai, and under the kingship of the legendary Bezzaitor
they established the ancient empire of Cazria.

The Cazzirians were savage and brutal; they were slavers
and rapists, who carried little for the niceties of civiliza-
tion. And yet, after a time, the Cazzirians softened and
Cazria became a civilized country. They entered into
peaceful relations with the Zulin to the southwest and the
Goerthans to the north.

When the Big Flood devastated Goertha, an influx of peo-
ple brought another change in the demographics of An-
phirai. The Goerthan Saers settled in Cazria’s northern
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communities and also built their own communities in the
highlands of Somberwood. They brought with them their
language and their religion.

So while northern Cazria developed a Goerthan-
influenced civilization, southern Cazria grew attached to
Zulin ways. The southern Cazrians built the city of
Fenumbir on the Varhalet and became part of an extensive
trade network that included the Carnelian Coast. How-
ever, about two thousand years ago a particularly lengthy
period of drought forced many to abandon the Prulam.
The influx of southern Cazrians into Anphirai caused in-
ternal conflicts which weakened the state enough to be
conquered by the Relorians.

11.2 THE RELORIANS

The Relorians were from a completely different nomadic
peoples than the Cazzirians, and unlike the latter, they
maintained their nomadic culture. Their lands extended
from Samodania to the edge of the former Phirine Sea.
Their religion centered around the cult of Maldai, Lord of
the Sky, which followed a philosophy of complete servi-
tude to the gods. This goal-oriented fanaticism proved
quite infectious, though the worship of Param was so
strongly rooted in the cities that the two joined forces to
become Paramaldai. The Relorians built an empire ex-
tending from Samodania to the Prulam, touching borders
with the Cazziro-Zulin Kingdom of Malesh on the edge
of the Kruthad Peninsula.

11.3 THE KRUTHAD EMPIRE

The Relorians never truly adopted the trappings of civ-
ilization and their empire lasted little more than a cen-
tury. The Prulam (including Malesh) and Anphirai were
absorbed by the Kruthad Empire. The Krishari introduced
a few dark cults into Anphirai (which later extended influ-
ence into Goertha), but otherwise had little effect on the
region’s culture. The Relorians still harbor great animos-
ity toward the Krishari, since hundreds of them were exe-
cuted when Kruthad sacked the Relorian capital of Sorel.
All that remains of Sorel today is buried beneath the city
of Vathir.

11.4 THE MALETRIAN EMPIRE

The Kruthad Empire eventually succumbed to the might
of Maleter and Anphirai came with the package. The
Maletrians built roads across the Prulam and Anphirai and
established a naval presence on the Phirine Sea. Anphirai
became the province of Reloria; the Prulam was merely a

fortified corridor linking Calarcaides (Ral.Caracand) to
Delarnis (Ral.Delanthel).

The Maletrian Empire lasted almost seven centuries in
Anphirai, after which the Province of Reloria estab-
lished autonomy under its king. During a long period
of sovereignty, Reloria once again dominated Anphirai
and the Prulam. Her armies enlisted Goerthans, Relorian
tribesmen, and eastern Krishari. Her borders extended
even into Goertha, where the Drue Lords were embroiled
in conflicts between tiny kingdoms.

Long dominance under Maletria gave the Relorians their
system of writing, introduced many arts, and provided a
common language with which to conduct trade. A fairly
pure descendent of the Relorian language was still spoken
among the tribal groups, but died as a spoken tongue in
the Relorian province.

11.5 RALUBIA

In the 14th century VC an army of exiled nobles from the
vicinity of Samodania invaded and ravaged the cities of
Reloria. These noble warriors, the Ralub, spoke a lan-
guage related to Relorian. They brought with them reli-
gion from baroque Makuria. Predominant within this was
the cult of Maldai the Builder, the return of the sky god as
a god of artifice. Maldai magically constructed the divine
city of Vathir over the ruins of Sorel and the Ralubians es-
tablished themselves as a ruling minority. Families of the
ruling class, called Dalandriates, have remained pure for
centuries by breeding among themselves and by receiving
regular fresh blood from the city of Samodania. While the
Ralubians have a self-centered culture, their subjects tend
to follow the tenets of Relorianism.

11.6 THE FALL OF RALUBIA

Dates are reckoned according to the Verentian Calendar
(VC).

• 1857:

When we begin this short chronology, Ralubia is
already a decaying state; the leaders of the city-
states have consolidated power around themselves
and pay only lip service to the king. The populace
is unhappy. Nobles backstab and bribe themselves
into positions of authority.

A product of his times, Rhodegun becomes king
through poison and deceit. Jophlar, the youngest
son of the former king (Aldrund) and still an infant,
is spirited out of the country and raised at Caracand.
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• 1858:

Rhodegun’s enemies in the city-states of Tharam
and Delanthel unite against him. A massive naval
battle on the Phirine Sea leads to Rhodegun’s cap-
ture. He is exiled on an island whilst a son of Al-
drund takes the throne. But care is not taken to
expunge all of Rhodegun’s influence at the Spire
of Maldai in Vathir. One of Rhodegun’s surviv-
ing naval vessels lands at the island prison and its
crew overpowers the guardians there. Then, with
all his contacts still at large in Vathir, Rhodegun ar-
ranges to have the usurper murdered. He returns to
the capital to resume his kingship and immediately
executes whatever rebel he catches.

Gillan is born at Saint. Meanwhile, Modrun III
extends the borders of Pallon into Somberwood,
granting land to the Siathannon clan.

• 1872:

Having reached the age of majority, Jophlar re-
turns to Anphirai and allies himself with Delan-
thel, whose previous Elar was one of those exe-
cuted by Rhodegun. They build an army and march
on Vathir. Rhodegun is killed and Jophlar becomes
king. Nine months later Rhodegun’s daughter bears
Jophlar a girl (Milanie).

Gillan trains with the Hierophants at Blest (the
monastery outside of Saint) and demonstrates his
remarkable powers. From the start he has visions
of dark creatures of the Phirine Sea who threaten
the far off land of Ralubia. The hierophants recruit
Ardun the Thirsty to take Gillan on as an appren-
tice.

• 1873:

The Sea Witch prophesies doom for the children of
Jophlar. Nevertheless, the king acquires Gilanie, a
widowed lady from Samodania, and she has him
a son, Hundriz. Fearing the prophecy of the Sea
Witch, he hides the child by giving it into the keep-
ing of his cousin at Tharam.

• 1878:

The woods-folk of Somberwood, aggravated by the
incursions of the Siathannons into Somberwood,
begin to practice banditry. Modrun IV sends contin-
gents of the Shields of Malladun to aid in protecting
the settlers.

• 1885:

Sir Branath Brahafen, Knight Commander of Bris-
senmor, after an incident in which he saves an

important Ralubian caravan from destruction, vis-
its the Spire of Maldai. Jophlar is so impressed
with the man that he offers his daughter Milanie.
Branath, noting the low regard Ralubians have for
women, accepts without reservation. She will even-
tually bear him three sons: Garhaith, Garhoe, and
Garhaen.

Hundriz and Rhaiss train at the Malancine Lancris
War Temple outside Tharam.

• 1891:

A confederation of Relorian tribes, under a strong
leader, begin harassing the Ralubian border in the
vicinity of Delanthel. Jophlar, though in ill health,
leads a successful campaign against them. He dies
of syphillis after returning to Vathir.

• 1894:

War of the Four Citadels: This war took place en-
tirely within the city of Vathir. Immediately fol-
lowing Jophlar’s death, a messenger sets sail for the
port of Tharam. Meanwhile, the lords of the Four
Citadels of Vathir contend for the throne. Duels are
fought up and down the city levels and blood runs
through the sewage channels. Hundriz arrives with
Rhaiss a week later and immediately finds support-
ers among the Lords of the Citadels. The exception
is the lord of the Fourth citadel, whose power is so
strong he is sure of victory. But Hundriz wields
Mandovel the Star Hammer, a relic which instills in
the kings of Vathir the power to command; with the
aid of its power Hundriz crushes the forces of the
Fourth Citadel.

Gurman III, the new Tassotarn of Pallon, re-
organizes members of the Shields of Malladun and
other fighting orders into the Order of the Cross. In
response, “Simple Axe” Maluezz manages to orga-
nize the woodsmen of Somberwood into a “king-
dom” which he calls Anech, a parody on “Angorn”.

• 1902:

Gillan arrives in Tharam and begins to work mir-
acles. This activity gets the attention of Hundriz,
who summons the wizard to the Spire of Maldai.
Gillan confirms the prophecy of the Sea Witch, but
Hundriz does not heed him.

Hundriz acquires Janazie, a childhood sweetheart
from Tharam, as his consort.

• 1904:

The famous Ralubian warriors Rhaiss, Ravaint, and
Diliezz join with Garhaith, Garhoe, and Garhaen,
and breathe new life into the Order of the Cross
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as they patrol Somberwood. They have numer-
ous adventures with villains such as “Simple Axe”
Maluezz and Menoln the Hammer, encounter crea-
tures such as grueslin and tree hags, and hunt great
deer.

Gillan meets Demenie, a lady of the Fourth Citadel
(she is attracted to his power; he to her body).

• 1907:

Gillan and Demenie begin their investigation of the
Phirine Sea (and each other) on a supposedly un-
inhabited island. But the hermit Pievem lives there
and sneaks up on them. He is a wizard nearly as
powerful as Gillan. Pievem takes an instant liking
to Gillan and the two become fast friends (much to
Demenie’s distress).

While recuperating at Tharam after an adventure
in Somberwood, Diliezz and Palidhiz (an adven-
turing prince from the city of Aribind) meet and
fall in love with the enchanting lady Amuernie.
Their rivalry is competitive but friendly. However,
Amuernie is the consort of the Elar of Tharam, who
jealously disapproves of the two warriors’ rather
blatant public displays of passion. When their ac-
tivities get out of hand, the Elar of Tharam has them
both executed. In recompense to Hundriz, the Elar
sends two of his best warriors, Pelzer and Pharajan,
to Vathir as replacements. The well-known Ralu-
bian disregard for human life deems this as an ac-
ceptable action, but for the Goerthan knights it is
a different story, and hard feelings/ misgivings eat
at the bonds which hold the warriors together. This
was the end of the golden period of the Order of the
Cross.

• 1909:

Gillan, Pievem, and Demenie discover an entrance
to the underworld on another uninhabited island.
Here a strange cult of humans and non-humans are
accumulating power for some unsavory dark gods.
Demenie reveals herself as one of them, and snares
Pievem and Gillan in a trap. The sorcerous powers
of the two wizards enables their escape, but not be-
fore Gillan destroys the island with a bolt of force
so powerful that it blows a hole through the sea
floor. In matter of hours, the waters of the Phirine
Sea are swirling in a massive whirlpool that drains
them into the vast underworld.

The disaster hits hard. Many believe that this was
the doom that the Sea Witch had prophesied. Some
who try to cross the former sea are sucked into the
Mad Wizard’s Pool. One route around the swamp
is across the dreaded Dorazari Rifts; the other is

the long way around and through Relorian terri-
tory. Trade suffered tremendously and the king was
bankrupt within five years as the weather changes
associated with the disaster initiated a famine.

Many folk from Tharam and her neighbors migrate
northward and settle in Stade and Sollum. Western
Ralubians and their neighbors go west to the city
of Bourdonne. Southern Ralubians drift south to
Aribind and Caracand.

The populations of the cities fall drastically, and
many are abandoned. Eventually only the three
cities of Tharam, Vathir, and Delanthel survive.
The others become ruins. Many of the War Tem-
ple strongholds are also abandoned, mostly because
they are not flexible enough to adapt to the changes.

• 1915:

Garhaith, having returned to Riudsech, marries
and has many children. His grandchildren include
Onglaith, the current clanhead of the Brahafens,
and Orchbroe, whose son plays a part in the current
mess.

12 KINGDOM OF RALUBIA

Ralubia is a kingdom that nominally holds sway over the
vast region combining Anphirai and the Prulam, though
control rests primarily in the hands of the rulers of the
five cities: Vathir, Delanthel, Tharam, Aribind, and Cara-
cand, all of whom owe allegiance to the king at Vathir.
In practice, Ralubia is really just a mercantile league of
city-states. The interior countryside is practically lawless,
where nomadic tribesmen live as they would.

Ralubia is divided into two regions: Anphirai and the Pru-
lam. Anphirai is the basin of what was once the Phirine
Sea, but now Phirai Swamp. This is the most heavily pop-
ulated region of Ralubia. The Marshway is a military dis-
trict within Anphirai that protects the causeway between
Vathir and Tharam.

The Prulam is a strip of grassland sandwiched between
the Plateau of the Chardrakesh and the Cromirlon Moun-
tains. It is inhabited by human nomads and tribes of the
non-human Aramur.

Region Area Population
Anphirai 150,000+ km2 1,570,000
Prulam 160,000+ km2 650,000
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12.1 KINGDOM ADMINISTRATION

The Elar of Vathir is nominally King of Ralubia, but as
the league is a free one, he exercises little authority be-
yond the province of Vathir itself.

12.2 PROVINCIAL ADMINISTRATION

Each of the five city-states of Ralubia is self-governing.
At the head of each is an elar or elare, with the exception
of Vathir, whose elar is also called king. The term elar
means “voice of god” and the elar is the chief priest of the
city’s religion.

City-State Elar(e)
Vathir Rhuzzimon
Tharam Tariven
Delanthel Rhalinie
Aribind Terabas
Caracand Ghalin

12.3 LOCAL ADMINISTRATION

Each city-state is divided into districts administered by of-
ficials with the title of “warden”.

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Aribind C 60,000 W5/C5 900 90 ha
Caracand B 10,000 W4/C3 160 20 ha
Delanthel C 45,000 W4/C4 700 90 ha
Tharam C 35,000 W4/C3 500 70 ha
Vathir C 64,000 W5/C5 1000 81 ha
Voldire C 3000 W0/C0 50 10 ha

Aribind : The chief trading center between Kruthedan and
Ralubia. The city controls a large portion of the western
Prulam, including the area from Hillam to Simber.

Created by Maldai shortly after Vathir, Aribind is built in
the on a mound in the valley of the Limrine (Kr.Sahlena)
River. She has six tiered levels with the palace of her ruler
at the very top. The conical mound over which the city
is built is riddled with tunnels and secret chambers. The
streets circle the city on each tiered level, or else rise in
broad stepped avenues from tier to tier.

The city army is a mixture of pikemen, mounted archers,
bird lancers, and elephants.

Caracand: A port-town of the Prulam. The Maletrian
port of Calarcaides was built over the Varhalet River as
a base from which to launch attacks against Kruthad.
Though later falling into Ralubian hands, the city still
boasts a large Maletrian-descended population.

Delanthel: A city of southern Anphirai, Delanthel is the
primary center of trade with Samodania, far to the east,

and is also the terminus of this end of the Melandrian
Road, a Maletrian-built highway that crosses the Prulam
to Aribind.

Delanthel is ruled by the Elara Rhalinie from the lavishly
ornamented Blue Wyvern Keep.

Tharam: The city of the north, on the terminus of the
Verentian-built Forest Highway, which crosses Goertha
and Somberwood. Tharam has long been a stronghold de-
fending Anphirai against the Cromirlings and tribesmen
of the forest.

Vathir : Capital of Ralubia. Vathir was built by the god
Maldai over the ruins of the city of Sorel. She is a mas-
sive fortress with six levels of buildings on top of each
other, and guarded by four citadels and a ring of outer-
works. Rising through the center of the city is the Spire of
Maldai, twelve levels high, which is both a major temple
to Maldai and the palace of the king.

Voldire : The administrative and law enforcement center
for the Marshway District. Voldire is built atop what was
once an island in the Phirine Sea, now situated the main
causeway between Vathir and Tharam called the Muddy
Road.

13 OTHER DOMINIONS

13.1 CHIEFDOMS OF THE CHARDRAKESH

Area: 400,000 km2

Population: 200,000

The Chardrakesh is a plateau at the base of the Kruthad
peninsula. It consists mostly of the Aldazhinhari Desert
and a ring of highlands.

The Chardrakesh is a desert plateau located where the
Kruthad Peninsula joins the mainland. It is almost un-
inhabited, except for the tribal kingdoms along its moun-
tainous borders and the people of Eryngazi in its center.

Name Mkt Pop Def Garr Area
Lorigel D 4000 W3/C2 60 6 ha
Tho Rokor D 5000 W3/C2 80 10 ha
Ya Chalesh D 4000 W3/C2 60 7 ha
Ya Drakar D 9000 W3/C3 150 16 ha

Lorigel : The fortress-capital of the chiefdom of Eryngazi.

Tho Rokor: Largest oasis of the Aldazhinhari and the
capital of the chiefdom of Abhighen.

Ya Chalesh: The capital of the chiefdom of Saghada. The
chief of Saghada is Tarsharon Rokoraam.

Ya Drakar : The capital and largest oasis of the chiefdom
of Jhilard.
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13.2 HOSHUK

Seat: Shif
Population: 1,000,000

Somewhere beyond the mountains east of the
Chardrakesh plateau is the hidden valley of Hoshuk.
Somewhere in its capital of Shif is the garden where flows
the water of life, and the healing place of the god Marik.

13.3 CHIEFDOMS OF MOURATTA

A tribal confederacy located somewhere in the plains
south of the Chardrakesh plateau. Little is known, ex-
cept that some brave traders have returned with stories of
exotic Tarsha Mor and her secret fortress called Spratto.

14 RALUBIAN ECONOMY

14.1 RESOURCES

Natural Resources: Ralubia: livestock, wood;
Chardrakesh: asphalt, hurn ore, food plants, livestock,
raw gemstones;Prulam: perrodines

Processed Resources: Ralubia: electrum, grain;
Chardrakesh:coffee, dates, steel;Prulam: dates, oil

Manufactured Goods: Ralubia: jewelry, metalwares;
Chardrakesh: spices, frankincense;Prulam: ceramics,
perfume, wine

14.2 AGRICULTURE

The city of Vathir has its own self-contained gardens lo-
cated on its lower two levels. Several hundred lower-class
inhabitants tend these gardens. Outside the city walls are
also fields of grain which supplement the delicacies grown
in the gardens.

Other city states lack the Vathirian gardens but do have
grain fields covering the countryside outside their walls.

14.2.1 DOMESTICATED ANIMALS

Aviland : Introduced by the Relorians, the aviland is a na-
tive of the steppes east of Anphirai. Diet: carnivore; Strat-
egy: Diurnal chaser; Average Lifespan: 12 years; Weight:
600 kg; Weapons: beak; Armor: feathers & scales.

Lancris: Domesticated in ancient times by the Phireans,
the lancris is a poor man’s mount and a light pack animal.

Diet: herbivore; Strategy: diurnal grazer; Average Lifes-
pan: ; Weight: 525 kg; Weapons: beak; Armor: feathers.

Pack Lizard: A ubiquitous, heavy pack animal or draft
beast. Diet: herbivore; Strategy: diurnal grazer; Average
Lifespan: 30 years; Weight: 1600 kg; Weapons: teeth;
Armor: scales.

Pelithyn: Probably the first creature bred for use as a war
mount, the pelithyn was utilized by the Cazzirians of cen-
tral Mouratta in their invasions and conquests. . Diet: car-
nivore; Strategy: diurnal pouncer; Average Lifespan: 12
years; Weight: 400 kg; Weapons: beak & claws; Armor:
feathers.

14.3 INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION

Vathir is especially known for its jewellers and finesmiths.
Delandrians have a penchant for adorning themselves
with metal ornaments.

Tharam’s electrum mines are unique in the known world.
The gold-silver ores are hoarded by Tharam’s Office of
the Mint, which supplies talths for the entire League.

14.4 TRADE GOODS

14.4.1 EXPORTS

Anphirai’s famous metalwares are sold in markets of Go-
ertha, Sevalia, Kruthad, and Samodania: eating utensils,
buckles, censers, bracelets and necklaces, fine boxes and
cases, pins, clips, amulets, talismans, coronets, and so on.

14.4.2 IMPORTS

Delanthel is the receiving point for exotic goods from
Samodania and Makuria.

From Goertha: copper, grain, iron, silver, various
fruits

From Kruthad: balsam, gems, ivory, sepia
From Samodania: armor, carpets, drugs, female

slaves, musical instruments, poi-
sons, rare herbs, utensils, weapons

From Sevalia: armor, gemstones, silk, weapons,
wine

14.5 MONETARY SYSTEM

Coin Obverse Reverse Value Type Wgt
rhelt Elar Grain 1 p bronze 5 g
talth King Wine 100 p electrum 5 g
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